
QUARANTIMES:QUARANTIMES:

HERE WE GO AGAIN!HERE WE GO AGAIN!
 

 

Lockdown has put an inevitable strain on our mental health. The number of people

experiencing symptoms of illnesses such as depression, anxiety and eating

disorders has rapidly spiked over the past year. I want to share something I recently

heard about, with any of you who may be struggling. A while back, a writer for the

New York Times interviewed people who survived jumping off the Golden Gate

bridge, in San Fransisco. Every single person that she interviewed, realised about

two thirds of the way down, that all of the problems that caused them to jump,

had solutions/could be dealt with. I just wanted to remind you all, that tough times

will pass. Please hold on, reach out for help if you need to, and stay strong :)

 

4.5 billion years ago, the Earth was formed from when gravity
pulled gasses and dust together. These rocks and gasses
created what are now the four layers of the earth – the inner
core, the outer core, the mantle and the crust. The inner core
is a solid core made from iron and nickel metals. It has a radius
of around 759 miles and is around 5,400°C. The outer core is
made of iron and nickel fluids and  is around 1,400 miles thick.
However, this isn’t the thickest layer of the Earth. That title
belongs to the mantle, which is 1,800 miles thick and made of
molten rock which has the consistency of caramel. The
thinnest layer of earth is the crust, which is the part that we live
on. It is around 19 miles thick on average but can be as thin as
3 miles in some parts of the ocean floor. The reason that Earth
is such a special planet is that it is an ocean planet. Water
covers 70% of the Earths surface which means that there can
be life. The atmosphere is another crucial part of life as it
provides the oxygen that we breathe. It also protects us from
incoming meteoroids which burn up when the enter the
atmosphere.
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In March 2020, Donald Trump would label

Covid-19 as the, “China virus.” One year later

we would see the truly terrifying depth and

influence that the former President’s words

would have. From verbal harassment to

physical assault, the alarming increase of

hate crimes happening against Asian-

Americans is absolutely frightening. In New

York City alone, police have reported a,

“nine-fold increase” in hate crime compared

to the previous year. Harmful xenophobic

rhetoric has been used to attack individuals

in their homes, workplaces and even in

their neighbourhoods, the least of which

include phrases such as, “kung flu.” What’s

more saddening is how older Asian-

Americans have often been the victims of

these crimes. In Brooklyn, New York, an 89-

year-old Chinese woman was violently

assaulted and then set on fire. This

widespread hate towards Asian-Americans

has been spreading across the US, and

although most readers probably live in the

UK we need to actively participate in

dismantling this disgusting rhetoric within

our own communities. In addition, we

cannot allow political figures to spread

these damaging narratives. I know it can be

difficult to correct your friends and family

but if we wany to stop this, we need to hold

ourselves, those around us, and people in

positions of power, accountable .

ASIAN HATE CRIME.ASIAN HATE CRIME.ASIAN HATE CRIME.    

BBC

On October 31st, 2016, tabloids leaked news of Prince Harry
dating an American Actress; the first article of many exploiting
Meghan and Harry’s relationship. After meeting on a blind date in
early July, 2016, the two were head over heels, and able to savour
a few months of peaceful bliss before the press intervened. Since
then the couple have wed and are now expecting a second child in
America.  The controversy of their marriage brought accusations
about the legitimacy of the couple; Meghan’s intentions; Harry and
William’s relationship;  the similarities of the situation to Princess
Diana, and much more. The harassment from the press has not
made their relationship an easy one. Not Even two weeks after
tabloids leaked the status of the couple, Harry took to a formal
statement, recognising the “wave of abuse and harassment”
Meghan had received. Unfortunately, this was only the beginning
as Mrs Markle’s safety became under threat.  From breaking royal
rules (due to restrictions of clothing colours in royal etiquette), to
the entanglement of Meghan’s relationship with her father, and
speculation of bad blood between Megan and Kate Middleton.
Even with Meghan’s lawsuit against the Mail over its publication of
a personal letter, the life of the couple have been exploited
continuously by the media. Hoping for some kind of release from
this constant attack, the couple decided to leave royal duties and
move to the US in 2020. The main reasoning is reportedly due to
Meghan’s relations in the US, and Harry’s worry about his wife
experiencing the same upset his late mother was forced to. 
 However, in recent news, a new controversy has broken into the
media. The Duchess was seen wearing a dazzling pair of
£500,000 diamond earrings, a wedding gift from Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman of Saudi Arabia. His rumoured
authorisation of the murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi is what
has sparked upset. Although reportedly being unaware of the
recent rumours, the Duchess and her staff were aware of whom
the gift was from. A proud activist for human rights and feminism,
her connections made to the Crown Prince has added fuel to the
situation; with many claiming that she should have been aware of
the weight of this gift.  At the same event in Fiji of 2018, when the
Duchess was spotted wearing the accessories, rumours sparked
of her leaving the tour early to attend a UN Women’s Event,
although claiming it was due to safety precautions. Meghan’s
entanglement with the activism movement is what contradicts her
sincerity to the cause. Suggestions have been made of the
Duchess donating the earrings to charity in order to fund causes
within the human rights movement, and attempt to righten the
situation however the restrictions of royal etiquette means that
Markle is unable to sell the diamonds.  The couple’s recent
interview with Oprah aired on CBS in the US on February 28th
and Harry’s interview with James Corden have widened on the
couples own experiences throughout their turbulent relationship
with the press and what is to come. Although the royal family have
shown their discomfort in this televised interview, the release date
in the UK is said to be within the next week as we hope to learn
what the weight of the media and royal life has really caused.



What  was your first ambition/career ideology?
I had no idea what I wanted to do. My career so far has been a
series of happy accidents.
 

QQF WITH KIRSTY WALLACE, HSD FP’1997!QQF WITH KIRSTY WALLACE, HSD FP’1997!QQF WITH KIRSTY WALLACE, HSD FP’1997!

What are three things that make you happy? 
Family, friends, travel 

Kirsty is a first-time mum of an energetic toddler, Chartered Accountant in the mining
industry, and lives in Melbourne, having emigrated to Australia 14 years ago :)

Oor Wullie spotting on a visit home!

Road-tripping through the USA and
Canada before the pandemic!

Have you made any goals for 2021?
No specific goals, but there are a lot of things I’d like to do with my
one-year old son now we’re out of lockdown in Melbourne. 

What’s one book that you could read again and
again, and never get bored of?
“The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie” by Muriel Spark

What’s one quote that is keeping you motivated and
inspired during these challenging times?
“This too shall pass.”

What’s your all-time favourite movie? 
Grease

How has your job changed over the course of the
pandemic? 
I’m on maternity leave, so luckily I haven’t had to think
about work during the pandemic!
 

 A work trip to a copper mine.

What would you like to own that you don’t currently
possess?
I think it’s who, not what, in your life that really matters.
Although, I wouldn’t say no to a genie in a bottle!

If you had to rate your satisfaction with your life so far,
out of 10, what would you score?
Compared to other countries, we’ve been very lucky in
Australia during the pandemic. I’d love some more sleep (my
son is an early riser!) and I’d really love to be able to visit family
in the UK (international travel is banned in Australia), however,
my family and friends are all safe and healthy, so I’d give things
an eight out of ten.



Researchers that were hoping to
collect mud samples deep below an
Antarctic ice sheet were
amazed when they found small
creatures living in the dark, freezing
water. They had set up all their
equipment and drilled through 900
meters of solid ice, and then lowered
the equipment through 500 meters of
sea, when they hit a rock instead of
the mud they were looking for. They
used video footage, which revealed
that the rock was home to a number
of small creatures far away from the
open sea. This rock was in a place
where there shouldn’t be enough
food to support the filter  feeding
creatures. Because the rock was so
deep, it was in a place where no food
would be able to get to the creatures,
so scientists say that any food that
gets to them would have to have been
washed in by currents, which is a long
way for the food to travel. Marine
biologists are hoping to collect a
sample of this rock so they can learn
more, but the challenge is getting a
sample of it up to the surface.
Researchers say the creatures
amazing survival skills could help
humans in the future. Because these
creatures are able to live in the
extreme cold, scientists are asking if
there
are things can we learn from the way
they build their skeletons, or even if
there are antibiotics that
the creatures are using to protect
themselves from infection or
predators, that could be used in
medicines for humans. 

Anna Dalglish

life under arctic

ice sheet?  

Up first, with unsurprisingly the worst joke (AGAIN), we have
Mrs Watson! (who claims she’s technically a part of every

department...) 

What’s the difference between a weasel and a stoat?

One’s weasily recognisable, the other’s stoatily different. 

Slightly disappointed with Dr Duncanson’s contribution, putting
him with the 2nd worst joke... 

What’s brown and sticky?

A stick

Dr Robinson’s joke was a bit too intelligent for my taste. Took
me an embarassing amount of time to understand it!

Two athletes walk into a bar, one turns to the other and says 

“the high jump is not for us" 

Think it’s going to take Mrs Broom quite a while to get a reaction
;) 

What do you do when no-one laughs at your Chemistry jokes?

Keep going until you get a reaction.

Fantastic 3rd best joke from Dr Fotheringham! I wouldn’t expect
anything less! 

What do you call a man with a seagull on his head?

Cliff

Given I’m not a chemistry student, I actually thought Dr Pepper’s
joke was quite funny!! 

Organic chemistry is difficult. Those who study it have alkynes

of trouble!

And the winner is Mr Bunting!! Personally thought this joke
was great :)

A British biologist walks into a pub in London and asks for a pint

of adenosine triphosphate.

The barman replies, "That’ll be 80p." 

Bit of a mix of jokes there... not entirely sure whether to think the biology and
chemistry dept are funny or not! 

Geographical Magazine

JOKE LADDER WITH THE BIOLOGYJOKE LADDER WITH THE BIOLOGYJOKE LADDER WITH THE BIOLOGY
& CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENTS!& CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENTS!& CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENTS!   

(+ Mrs Watson, for some reason...)(+ Mrs Watson, for some reason...)(+ Mrs Watson, for some reason...)



CREATIVITY CORNER!CREATIVITY CORNER!CREATIVITY CORNER!   
A place to exhibit HSD’s artistic talent!A place to exhibit HSD’s artistic talent!A place to exhibit HSD’s artistic talent!         

Anish Chaudhari, F3 

Anisha Sangmor, F5Anish Chaudhari, F3 

Anisha Sangmor, F5 Zara Mason, F1

Zara Mason, F1

Cameron Brown, F2



Channel 4

“Bleach your skin, boys only want fair girls”
“Tan more or the boys won’t dance with you at the party”

These are two repeated sentences in a teenage girls life (or a sentence of
the like). However, they are so incredibly contradictory. Growing up in Asia,
a girl will be told that she’s not good enough for boys, and won’t fit the
beauty standard, unless her skin is fairer; unless she changes a natural
feature of her body. In the Western world, girls are encouraged to tan their
skin to be good enough for the boys, and to fit the beauty standards. Girls
are implicitly - and explicitly for that matter - told that their natural skin
colour just isn’t good enough.

Seeing it written on paper, really makes you appreciate the absurdities of
stereotypical norms and “beauty standards” that perpetuate society. We’ve
become trapped in a vicious, never-ending cycle of never quite being good
enough for anyone - and more importantly, never being good enough for
ourselves. When I walk through the playground, I hear echos of “Oh, I have
PE tomorrow, I better tan - I don’t want to be made fun of for being pale”,
and “There’s a party on Saturday night and I’m wearing a skirt, I better make
sure my legs are tanned for the boys”. If you walk into a makeup aisle, you’ll
find Asian girls choosing foundations lighter than their skin tone, in an
attempt to “look more white”; whereas British girls will be picking up
foundation a couple shades too dark for their complexion, as to not be too
pale.

The reasoning behind this issue is complex. There are many factors
influencing the be lighter/be darker conundrum. I’ve not got the power to
influence every young girl across the globe, and to remind her that she’s
beautiful just the way she is. Nevertheless, I can try convince any of you
reading: I’m not uncomfortable with my complexion. I may stand out in a
year group photo (but as Dr Seuss said “Why fit in, when you were born to
stand out”), and I can’t join in a conversation about the best fake tan to buy;
but it honestly does not negatively impact my life, or exclude me from
friendship circles at school. The amount of melanin in your skin does not
determine how pretty you are. Compare Ariana Grande and Zendaya. Their
skin colours may differ, yet they are both as equally beautiful. Just like your
clothes size is not who you are as a person, neither is your complexion.
Please remember that.

All I’m trying to say is please don’t feel forced or unwillingly influenced into
trying to change your skin colour. Black, white, brown, doesn’t matter. You
are all beautiful.

BEAUTY STANDARDSBEAUTY STANDARDSBEAUTY STANDARDS
 S a h a r  J a f f e r b h o y ,  D e p u t y  E d i t o r

Cameron Brown, F2



 

This week’s gone  rather

quickly - for me at least -

but it has been a good

one. We’re steadily

approaching the 15th of

March - to be back at

school for at least a little

time each week and chat

with  friends at break,

chuckle when someone

walks into  class covered

in foamy hand sanitiser

and tune into Mrs

Watson’s (...eventful?

unique?) pupil updates on

the big screen, where the

topics discussed are

never quite the same

each week! (A huge

highlight of in-school

learning for a certain

member of the

quarantimes team, as I’m

sure she’s mentioned

previously!) I’m not

looking forward to the 

 inevitable rush of exams,

but a compromise must

be made... :/  Anyways,

have a lovely weekend! 

 EDITOR’S NOTE

see you next
friday!

T H E  Q U A R A N T I M E S  T E A M

SCRUMPTIOUS CARROT CAKE!SCRUMPTIOUS CARROT CAKE!      
Prithvi Sudarshan 

Malavikha Sudarshan

Ingredients
FOR THE CAKE 

- 175g/6oz light muscovado

sugar 

- 175ml/6fl oz sunflower oil

- 3 large eggs, lightly beaten     

- 140g/5oz grated carrot

(about 3 medium carrots) 

- 100g/4oz raisins

- grated zest of 1 large

orange  

- 175g/6oz self-raising flour

- 1 tsp bicarbonate of soda 

- 1 tsp ground cinnamon 

- ½ tsp grated nutmeg

(freshly grated will give you

the best flavour)  

FOR THE ICING 

- 175g/6oz icing sugar

- 1-2 tbsp orange juice  

Method
1. Preheat the oven to 160°C/Gas 3/fan oven 140°C. Butter a

23cm/9in ring tin or 20cm/8in round cake tin.

2. Pour the orange juice into a pan, then add the raisins, butter

and sugar. Bring to the boil, stirring, then simmer for 5 minutes. 

3. Lift off the heat; cool for 10 minutes. Sift the flour, mixed

spice, cinnamon and ginger into the pan, then add the eggs

and mix. Pour into the tin and smooth the top. 

4. Bake for 45 minutes until firm. Cool in the tin for 5 minutes,

then transfer on to a wire rack to cool completely. Make the

icing, and drizzle (or drench!) over the cake.

Earlier this week, I wanted cake, but didn’t want to feel too unhealthy...
my solution? Carrot cake! 


